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You’re crazy about your pets. They provide you with constant, loving

companionship. While relationships with other humans can be fraught with

tension and misunderstanding, the love you get from an animal is simple. It’s

love in its purest form. That’s why many people crave the company of animals

and go out of their way to make sure that their pets have everything they

need to be healthy and happy.

Taking care of a pet is a big commitment. It’s not enough to put your dog or

cat in a carrier and take them to the vet once a year. You have to make a

daily, ongoing effort to maintain your pets’ health. Routine pet care includes

care in two basic areas that you can control – things that ensure that your

beloved pets live long and healthy lives by your side.

Introduction



Grooming Concerns

Grooming is an essential part of being a responsible pet owner. A fancy show

dog or cat might require more grooming than some other animals, but all

pets need to be groomed in some way. When you groom your pets, you

ensure that they have healthy coats, healthy teeth, and healthy nails. And in

addition to the health benefits of grooming, the process of grooming can

actually help you and your pet bond. Even a skittish animal can learn to trust

you if gentle grooming is a regular part of your pet care routine.

For some pet owners – particularly those who have pets with long fur -- the

thought of grooming their pets can be a bit intimidating. Brushing is

relatively easy, but you might wonder how often you should do it.

Do you know the right tools to use?

And can too much or too little brushing hurt your pet?

Those same concerns can loom even larger when it comes to trimming your

pet’s nails. Because animal nails look different than human fingernails, it’s

pretty common for pet owners to be nervous about nail trimming. You might

worry that trimming your pet’s nails will hurt them – but the opposite is

actually true. It’s good for them, and it’s good for you. If you have a cat,

trimming its nails can help protect your furniture and also prevent painful

ingrown nails. Trimming your dog’s nails can help keep your hardwood floors

in good condition and your dog’s feet healthy and pain-free.

Pet behavior is a big issue when grooming your pet. Some dogs and cats

enjoy being brushed, but some don’t – especially in sensitive areas like the

belly. It may be difficult to get your pet to stay still for grooming – and as you

probably know, when a pet senses a lack of resolve on your part, they are

likely to take advantage of it and bolt. It can be frustrating to say the least.

Trimming nails can be really nerve-wracking if you don’t know how to do it

properly, especially if you’re a dog owner. Unlike cats, dogs’ nails are

opaque. That means you can’t see the quick while you’re wielding your

clippers, and it’s completely understandable that the thought of cutting the

quick – and having to deal with a bleeding pet – is one that can be scary.



The key to trimming nails safely is to understand how to do it, and to have

the right tools to use. Using dull or inaccurate clippers results in injuries, but

when you have the proper knowledge and equipment, you can trim your

pet’s nails safely every time.

What You Will Learn in This Book

The goal of this book is to help you learn how to care properly for your pets

between visits to the vet, and to tell you about a few of our key products that

can help. By the time you’re done reading, you’ll know:

How often to brush your pet

What kind of brush to use to minimize shedding

How and when to trim your pet’s nails safely

Which tool to use to ensure that you don’t cut into the quick and hurt your

pet

Let’s get started.Let’s get started.



Grooming Guide
The mistake that some pet owners make is thinking that its only
purpose is to make their pets look good. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. Grooming your pet is extremely important. Not
only does pet grooming ensure that your pet will be clean and
look good, it can also help in a variety of other ways.

This guide will focus on two of the most important aspects of
grooming: brushing your pet, and trimming your pet’s nails. Both
things require regular attention if you want your pet to be healthy.
And regularity isn’t the only thing that matters. It’s important to
have the proper tools, too. We’ll cover all of those things in the
coming pages.



The Importance of Brushing Your Pet’s Coat

You certainly want your dog or cat to have a healthy and shiny coat, but their

appearance is only a small part of why it’s important to brush their fur regularly.

Grooming your pet’s coat has a number of other benefits, some related to your

pet’s overall heath and some that have to do with bonding with your pet.

The first benefit of brushing your dog or cat is that it helps keep their fur

healthy and free of knots and mats. That helps keep their fur looking good,

but it also distributes the natural oils in your pet’s skin through its coat,

ensuring that the fur stays lubricated and flexible.

While you’re brushing your dog or cat, you come into close contact with its

skin and fur. That means that you’ll have a great opportunity to learn what

your pet’s normal appearance is. In the event that your pet sustains an injury,

gets sick, or has a rash or infection, you’ll notice quickly because regular

grooming will have helped you establish a healthy baseline. Regular brushing

can even help you familiarize yourself with your pet’s smell – and that’s

important, because sometimes illnesses can manifest themselves that way.

Another benefit of regular brushing is that it helps to prevent shedding. Every

pet owner knows that dog and cat fur gets everywhere if you’re not careful. If

you don’t take care to brush your pet frequently, you may end up with a

house full of fur tumbleweeds that never seem to go away.

Caring for Your Pet’s Coat
Brushing your pet: how should you do it, and why does it matter?
You already know that if you don’t brush your own hair, it can get
tangled and matted. If that’s the case even for a human who
washes and brushes their hair regularly, how much more true is it
for animals who don’t bathe every day or have the ability to brush
their own hair?



Brushing, once your pet is accustomed to it, can be a relaxing and calming

activity for them. If you’ve ever felt yourself wanting to drift off to sleep at the

salon while your hair is being shampooed or brushed, you know what I mean.

Finally, grooming your pet is a great way to spend quality time with them. It

can be all too easy, in the hustle and bustle of daily life, to start viewing your

pet simply as another chore to be completed: feed the cat, walk the dog, and

so on. The time you spend brushing your pet is the perfect opportunity to

bond with them and build the kind of trust that makes pet ownership

rewarding.

As you can see, brushing your pet is an absolutely must. You might not need to

brush every day, but you do need to be aware of how frequently your pet needs

to be brushed.



Short-Haired Cats and Dogs

Most short-haired cats and dogs are low-maintenance when it comes to brushing.

For the most part, you can get away with running your hands over your pet’s

coat on a daily basis to distribute oils, and then giving them a thorough brushing

once a week. When you brush, it’s important to make sure that you get their

bellies and the backs of their hind legs. Some pets don’t like to be brushed in

those areas, but it’s important to do it anyway. You can reward your pets with

treats if it helps get them to cooperate with you.

Double-Coated Dogs

Some dogs, such as Border Collies and Tibetan Terriers, have a double coat. The

top coat consists of long, silky fur; and the undercoat of short, fluffy fur. If you

own one of these dogs, they require careful brushing at least once a week. You’ll

have to use a brush that can work through tangles and mats in the undercoat as

well as the longer fur on top. The same thing goes for cat owners who have

breeds with double coats, such as Maine Coon cats. It is essential to stay on top

of grooming these breeds since the bottom coat can easily become matted and

cause eczema and other skin problems.

How Often to Brush Your
Pet
Pets come in all shapes and sizes, and their fur can span a wide
variety of lengths and textures. As a caring pet owner, you need
to know what kind of care your particular pet’s fur needs to be
healthy. Here are some guidelines that can help you do that.



Silky Haired Dogs

Not all dogs with long hair have an undercoat. One classic example is the Afghan

Hound, which has long, silky fur almost like human hair. These dogs need to be

brushed at least once a week, and may need more frequent brushing if you

notice that their fur is tangled or matted.

Curly-Haired Dogs

Curly-haired dogs like poodles need to be brushed frequently and carefully. Their

fur is extremely prone to tangles and knots, just like curly human hair. Waiting

too long to brush through those pesky knots can have a negative impact on your

dog, so make sure that you brush once or twice a week for the best results.

Now that you know how often to brush, let’s look at some tips about how to

brush your pet’s fur:

For most dogs and all cats, you should brush with the growth of hair. Brushing

backward can be painful and irritating.

Curly-haired dogs are the exception. You should start by brushing gently

against the grain, and then with it.

Double-coated dogs and cats need special attention. Work in small sections

from the root of the fur to work out tangles in the undercoat, and then brush

over the top for a smooth appearance.

The key, no matter what kind of pet you have, is to be both gentle and thorough

when you brush them. If your dog’s fur is too tangled for you to do a good job,

take them to a professional groomer to get things sorted out. Once they’ve been

professionally groomed, you can take over with regular grooming to keep them

looking and feeling good.



All pet owners – except those who own hairless breeds – know what a chore it

can be to keep up with cleaning up the fur that your pet sheds. Not only do you

need to sweep and vacuum frequently, you’re also spending money on lint

brushes and tape to remove fur from your clothing. Sometimes, it might seem as

if you have more fur than your pet does! If you want to keep those things under

control, you have to do more than simply brushing your pet. The tools you use to

brush matter just as much as how and when you brush.

The key is to pick a brush that’s sturdy, comfortable to use, and can remove

loose hair without hurting your pet. It’s also a good idea to choose a brush that

isn’t too aggressive or harsh. A lot of popular anti-shedding brushes yank hair

out and it’s not comfortable for the animal being brushed. As a loving pet owner,

you want to avoid hurting your pet. That’s natural.

A quality brush also needs to have long enough teeth to get through to the

undercoat if your pet has one. If you choose a brush that has very soft bristles or

isn’t sturdy and well-made, you may end up not getting to problem areas. If the

hair becomes tangled and knotted, you may end up having to dole out money

for a professional groomer to fix it. All pet owners – except those who own

hairless breeds – know what a chore it can be to keep up with cleaning up the fur

that your pet sheds. Not only do you need to sweep and vacuum frequently,

you’re also spending money on lint brushes and tape to remove fur from your

clothing. Sometimes, it might seem as if you have more fur than your pet does! If

you want to keep those things under control, you have to do more than simply

brushing your pet. The tools you use to brush matter just as much as how and

when you brush.

What Kind of Brush to Use
to Minimize Shedding



The key is to pick a brush that’s sturdy, comfortable to use, and can remove

loose hair without hurting your pet. It’s also a good idea to choose a brush that

isn’t too aggressive or harsh. A lot of popular anti-shedding brushes yank hair

out and it’s not comfortable for the animal being brushed. As a loving pet owner,

you want to avoid hurting your pet. That’s natural.

A quality brush also needs to have long enough teeth to get through to the

undercoat if your pet has one. If you choose a brush that has very soft bristles or

isn’t sturdy and well-made, you may end up not getting to problem areas. If the

hair becomes tangled and knotted, you may end up having to dole out money

for a professional groomer to fix it.



The next topic to be covered is pet nail care. Unlike brushing, which is typically a

fairly low-stress activity, trimming nails can be fraught with tension and fear.

Some trimming jobs may be relatively easy, but others – particularly for pets who

have thick, dark nails – are tricky and definitely carry some risk with them.

Fortunately, there are things you can do to get over that fear.

The reason that trimming your pet’s nails can be stressful is that you have to be

concerned about cutting into the quick. That’s the vein that runs through the

nails. It doesn’t extend all the way to the tips, and in animals with light-colored

claws, including most cats, the quick is clearly visible and easy to avoid. Even so,

some pet owners are nervous about clipping their pet’s nails.

The real challenge is when you have a pet with dark nails. In such cases, the quick

is not visible and the prospect of cutting into it and having to cope with a hurt

and bleeding pet is a truly upsetting one. Nervousness can get in the way of

good grooming if you’re not careful.

Another issue that can make trimming your pet’s nails difficult is the thickness of

the nails. Even a relatively small dog may have fairly thick nails. Unless the clipper

you choose is very sharp, you may have an issue with nails being crushed, or

splitting instead of cutting easily. That can be distressing for both pets and

humans. It’s important to choose the right tools for the job to minimize your

pet’s stress as well as your own.

Pet Nail Care
How and When to Trim Your Pet’s Nails



Here are some tips to help you trim your pet’s nails safely:

Work in a well-lighted area

Make sure your clippers are extremely sharp – they need to be replaced

regularly for the best results

Gently separate your pet’s toes using your fingers to ensure that you have a

clear shot at each nail as you trim it

Always hold the clippers parallel to the end of the nail – don’t cut on a

diagonal, cut straight across

Look at the nail as you cut it – the insensitive part of the nail shows up as a

chalky ring

Don’t cut a lot at once – trim a small amount and then re-evaluate after each

cut you make

Corn starch can be used to stop the bleeding if you do accidentally cut into

the quick

How to Trim Your Pet’s
Nails
The key to trimming your pet’s nails is to make sure that the
animal being groomed is as calm as possible before you start.
Many pets enjoy brushing, but nail trimming is a different story.
You may need to cut your pet’s nails in stages if you have a
particularly resistant animal, or bribe them with treats to get
through the process.



The key with nail trimming is to be patient and kind. Pat your dog or cat

frequently as you trim the nails, and make sure to give a few treats afterward. It’s

important not to let your pet become frightened of the process.

If your pet is particularly nervous, you should take steps to calm it before you

start. Calming jackets can help, as can using pheromone spray. You may have to

experiment a bit to see what works best for your pet.



Why?

Because unless your pet is constantly walking and running on a variety of

surfaces, its nails are always growing. A dog who walks only a mile or two a day

is unlikely to wear down their nails enough that trimming is not required. Even if

your cat has a scratching post, you still need to trim its claws frequently.

If your dog or cat’s nails get too long, it can make walking painful. It can also

throw off their sense of balance, since animals rely on their feet to determine

how to distribute their body weight. For example, when your pet walks up a hill,

it shifts its body weight to avoid falling. Over time, long nails can put undue

pressure on your pet’s hind quarters.

When to Trim Your Pet’s
Nails
The next thing to consider is how often to trim your pet’s nails.
While a lot of pet owners trim only rarely, it’s a good rule of
thumb to trim once every couple of weeks.



The most common worry pet owners have about trimming a pet’s nails is the fear

of cutting into the quick. The fear is understandable because we associate

bleeding with pain. However, your pet is far more likely to panic if you do, so try

to remember that no dog or cat has ever died by being “quicked.”

Some of the other fears people have about trimming their dog’s nails include:

Fear of hurting their pet. The thing to remember is that trimming your pet’s

nails doesn’t hurt any more than it hurts you to trim your fingernails or

toenails.

Worry that the pet doesn’t like it. While few animals look forward to having

their nails trimmed, the fact is that it doesn’t hurt them and it’s actually good

for them. You can help ease them into the process by offering a few treats

and some extra affection before and after the trim.

As long as you have the proper tools and proceed with caution, trimming your

pet’s nails can and should be a normal part of your grooming routine.The most

common worry pet owners have about trimming a pet’s nails is the fear of cutting

into the quick. The fear is understandable because we associate bleeding with

pain. However, your pet is far more likely to panic if you do, so try to remember

that no dog or cat has ever died by being “quicked.”

Common Nail Trimming
Concerns



Some of the other fears people have about trimming their dog’s nails include:

Fear of hurting their pet. The thing to remember is that trimming your pet’s

nails doesn’t hurt any more than it hurts you to trim your fingernails or

toenails.

Worry that the pet doesn’t like it. While few animals look forward to having

their nails trimmed, the fact is that it doesn’t hurt them and it’s actually good

for them. You can help ease them into the process by offering a few treats

and some extra affection before and after the trim.

As long as you have the proper tools and proceed with caution, trimming your

pet’s nails can and should be a normal part of your grooming routine.



Conclusion
Thank you for reading Grooming 101. We hope that you have

found the information included in this short book to be helpful.
We know that as a loving pet owner, you want to make sure that
your loyal companion has the best care possible. Your pet counts

on you, and you take that trust seriously.
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Legal Notice

This eBook is copyright protected. This is

only for personal use. You cannot amend,

distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase

any part or the content within this eBook

without the consent of the author or

copyright owner. Legal action will be

pursued if this is breached.

Disclaimer Notice

Please note the information contained

within this document is for educational

purposes only.

Every attempt has been made to provide

accurate, up to date and reliable

complete information no warranties of any

kind are expressed or implied. Readers

acknowledge that the author is not

engaging in rendering legal, financial or

professional advice.

By reading any document, the reader

agrees that under no circumstances are

we responsible for any losses, direct or

indirect, which are incurred as a result of

use of the information contained within

this document, including – but not limited

to errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.
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